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In Delaware statutory appraisal cases, the parties 
“have the burden of proving their respective 
valuation positions by a preponderance of evidence.”1 
!ey typically try to carry this burden by hiring a 

valuation expert to persuade a “law-trained,” non-valuation-
expert judge2 who alone has the authority and obligation to 
determine the fair value after accounting for “all relevant 
factors.”3 In this endeavor, the experts frequently fail, 
as evidenced by courts characterizing expert valuations 
as “widely divergent,” “bracketing the outer limits of 
plausibility,” or “ridiculously biased.”4

In one recent case involving three valuation experts, the high 
discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation was eight times the 
low. Lamenting that “an optimist might [wrongly] assume 
that experts hired to examine the same company, analyzing 
the same set of financial data, would reach similar results,” the 
court wrote that “the best scenario is that one expert, at the 
least, is wildly mistaken.” It then used its own DCF estimate 
to peg the statutory fair value at precisely $98,783 per share.5

To be fair, for continuous variables, probability attaches only 
to intervals, not points on a line. !us, as a point estimate 
with zero probability of occurrence, even the court’s own 
valuation was a “mistake.”6 Given the uncertainty and 
subjectivity inherent in business valuation, the intervals or 

probability distributions are wide, and objectively verifiable or 
“correct” values are illusory. For this reason, noted valuation 
evangelist Aswath Damodaran advocates simulation-
generated probability distributions, because they provide 
“not only everything you would get in a standard valuation 
(an estimated value for your company) but [also] additional 
output (on the variation in that value and the likelihood that 
your firm is under- or over-valued).”7

Given wide plausible value ranges, the greatest value 
that a valuation expert o"ers a client may be the ability to 
persuade others (e.g., judges) to locate their preponderance 
of probabilities (evidence) across the client’s interval within 
the plausible range. Accomplishing this feat is a function of 
technical valuation expertise, as well as communication tools 
and techniques. !is article explores Bayesian networks (BNs) 
as a platform for facilitating the probabilistic estimation, 
negotiation, and communication of business value.

What Are Bayesian Networks and Why 
Use Them?
!e author’s November/December 2019 piece, Estimating 
Economic Damages with Linear Regression and Bayesian 
Networks (Part II of II)—on which this article builds—
provides essential background on the “what and why” of 
BNs.8 Briefly, a BN is a “directed acyclic graph” (DAG) that 
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“Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often vague,  
than the exact answer to the wrong question, which can always be made precise.” 

- John Tukey

1  M.G. Bancorporation, Inc. v. Le Beau, 737 A.2d 513, 520 (Del. 1999).
2  “[T]he past and current members of this court are ‘law-trained judges,’ 
not valuation experts. Ironically for the petitioners' position that valuation 
is exclusively a matter for experts, the appraisal statute mandates that a lay 
individual express the final conclusion on the fair value of the petitioners' 
shares.” In re Dole Food Co., 114 A.3d 541, 555 (Del. Ch. 2014). 
3  8 Del. C. § 262(h), https://delcode.delaware.gov/title8/c001/sc09/#262.
4  See Dole Food Co., 114 A.3d 541, 557–558 at n. 10 (string-citing opinions 
expressing skepticism regarding “widely divergent, litigation-driven expert 
valuations”).
5  In re ISN Software Corp., C.A. No. 8388-VCG (Del. Ch. 2016).

6  Mathematically, the probability associated with any point estimate is zero. 
In theory, a valuation with zero probability cannot meet the “preponderance of 
the evidence” threshold. See Kurt S. Schulzke, “Estimating Economic Damages 
with Linear Regression and Bayesian Networks (Part II of II),” !e Value 
Examiner (November/December 2019): 22 (noting that the zero probability of 
point estimates should render them inadmissible in court).
7  Aswath Damodaran, Valuation: Lecture Note Packet 1, Intrinsic Valuation, 
slide 354 (updated January 2021), http://people.stern.nyu.edu/adamodar/
pdfiles/eqnotes/valpacket1spr21.pdf.
8  Schulzke, “Estimating Economic Damages” (see n. 6).

https://delcode.delaware.gov/title8/c001/sc09/#262
http://people.stern.nyu.edu/adamodar/
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visualizes probabilistic relationships 
between the variables, called “nodes,” 
(e.g., DCF value, cash flows, and 
discount rate) included in the BN. 

A BN can learn inputs from data (e.g., 
EBIT multiples database). However, 
where data are scarce or suspect, 
BNs readily incorporate judgmentally 
chosen variables, structure, and 
value inputs. Despite “big data” hype, 
judgmental models often outperform 
data-centric ones. Einstein published 
his world-altering Special !eory of 
Relativity with no data, in 1905. In 1986, 
NASA brass blew up the Challenger 
shuttle by using data (or lack thereof ) to 
override the advice of Morton !iokol’s 
rocket engineers, whose judgmental 
model predicted that the infamous 
O-ring seals would fail.9

Whether the model is built around 
judgment, data, or a blend, the BN 
pours the model’s structure and 
input values into a transparent 
and thoroughly vetted sequence of 
mathematical operations10 that typically 
include a junction-tree algorithm, an 
algebra of node probability tables, 
and dynamic discretization or Monte 
Carlo simulation.11 !e end result 
is a graphical network that clearly 
shows (visualizes) the probability 
distributions for each node (e.g., DCF 
value) conditioned on the other nodes 
(e.g., cash flow and discount rate). 
!us, a BN portrays a joint probability 
distribution over plausible value ranges 

9  See Challenger: !e Final Flight (2020), https://
www.netflix.com/title/81012137.
10  A Google Scholar search of “Bayesian 
network” produced 312,000 pieces, 133,000 of 
which are dated 2000 or later.
11  See, e.g., Norman Fenton and Martin Neil, 
Risk Assessment and Decision Analysis with 

for all nodes in the model. !is is no “black box.” Everything is on the table, open 
for debate. 

BNs are not a new valuation method. Rather, they act as a clarifying lens, quantifying 
and visualizing the impact of uncertainty on business value and updating that 
uncertainty in response to new information. Far from replacing existing market, 
asset, and DCF methods, BNs increase transparency and expand the value-related 
information delivered by them.

Simple Illustration
Figure 1 shows an illustrative BN, using purely hypothetical inputs, in which the 
target node is Guideline Public Co Value (Node C) and the explanatory nodes are 
EBIT (Node A) and EBIT Multiple (Node B). 

Figure 1: Market-Approach Valuation Using a Bayesian Network

EBIT and guideline public company value are stated in millions of U.S. dollars. EBIT 
Multiple shows the prior distribution (blue), plus a vertical line marking the “posterior” 
observation of an EBIT Multiple of three, which shifts the plausible range of posterior 
values to the left. 

Bayesian Networks, 2nd ed. (Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2018), Appendices B–D (detailing the algorithms 
and BN propagation process implemented in AgenaRisk). 
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https://www.netflix.com/title/81012137
https://www.netflix.com/title/81012137
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Because the inputs (Nodes A and B) are stochastic (i.e., randomly distributed), the target (Node C) is, as well. Node B 
also reflects the “entry” of evidence that the EBIT multiple is three. After entering “3” in Node B, the posterior probability 
distribution for Node C (green histogram) narrows markedly and shifts left, reflecting a lower, more precise range of plausible 
values. In Bayesian parlance, the “posterior distribution” is what you get after entering evidence into the BN. Entering evidence 
transforms a stochastic node into a deterministic one, where “deterministic” means that we claim or assume knowledge (i.e., 
100 percent certainty) of that node’s value or state. 

Nodes are either “parents” or “children,” where a child is on the receiving end of an “arrow” (a.k.a., “directed edge”). A parent 
without a parent (e.g., Node A) is a “root” node. Inside each node resides a “node probability table” (NPT) that is either 
“conditional” or “marginal.” For child nodes, a conditional NPT specifies the probabilistic, conditional relationship between 
the child and parent(s). For root nodes, the NPTs are marginal. Whether conditional or marginal, the NPT might be viewed 
as the node’s DNA, borrowing from gene terminology. NPTs for Nodes A and C appear in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. 

In Figure 1, priors for all nodes are portrayed as histograms, showing the distribution of probabilities across the plausible 
values of each node prior to observation of evidence, with Nodes A and C stated in millions of dollars. !e probability of each 
value interval equals the area of the histogram bin(s) located over the interval. !us, in Figure 4, we see that by entering “3” 
in Node B, the posterior probability (green bars) of a firm value between $16.514 and 17.263 million = 0.085112 * (17.263 - 
16.514) = 0.06374889, or about 6 percent.

Figure 2: Marginal Node Probability Table for Node A Figure 3: Conditional Node Probability Table for Node C

Showing prior mean (5), variance (2), lower bound (0.01), and 
upper bound (10.0)

Showing C as the arithmetic product of parent Nodes A and B.
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Figure 4: Probability of Value between $16.514 million and $17.263 Million

0.085112 * (17.263 - 16.514) = 0.06374889

Figure 5 shows Figure 1 with Node C formatted as a smooth line. !e small boxes mark the location of the Node C “bins” in 
the Figure 1 histogram. In Node C, the vertical blue (prior) and green (posterior) median lines and contrasting dispersion of 
plausible values are more clearly distinguishable. With the EBIT multiple at three, the smooth green line in Node C tells us 
we can rule out values greater than $28 million, but values between $10 and 19 million are much more probable than before.

Entering evidence transforms a stochastic node into a deterministic one, 

where “deterministic” means that we claim or assume knowledge.
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Figure 5: Figure 1 with Node C Formatted as a Line Chart

!rough this simple example, we get a taste of how much information BNs o"er to 
valuators, their clients, and others involved in negotiating, litigating, and deciding 
firm value. 

Regime Change and Realism
We can make Figure 1 more realistic (and complex), as shown in Figure 6. !is 
model incorporates a constant growth or discounted cumulative cash flow value 
(DCCF Value, Node F) and related DCF inputs; Regime Change (Node E), with 
binary states True and False; and an Ensemble Value (Node G) that aggregates and 
weights the DCCF and Guideline values into a single distribution. !e addition 
of the discrete Regime Change node demonstrates that BNs can simultaneously 
accommodate both continuous and discrete nodes (e.g., binary or “Boolean,” 
ranked or “ordinal,” and labeled or “categorical”). BNs that include both node types 
are called “hybrids.” 

Continuous nodes are a relatively recent 
innovation in Bayesian networks. While 
we call them “continuous,” they must 
first be “discretized” to permit Bayesian 
updating (i.e., updating the probability 
distributions after entry of evidence) 
through the algorithms that animate 
the BN. All BN platforms require 
discretization of continuous variables, 
though some are better at this task than 
others. AgenaRisk10, which employs a 
sophisticated “dynamic discretization” 
algorithm, was used in writing this 
article.12

12  See Fenton and Neil, Risk Assessment and 
Decision Analysis with Bayesian Networks, 
312–318, Appendix D.
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Figure 6: Bayesian Network Modeling Ensemble Value Based on DCCF and Market Approaches

Node E represents a government action (e.g., COVID-19 restrictions) that reduces EBIT and Annual Cash Flow. In the 
Node E NPT, we set the prior probabilities to False = 0.90, True = 0.10. !e NPTs for Node A and Annual CF (Node D) are 
“partitioned” for the True/False states of its parent, Node E; if Node E = True, nodes A and D are both modeled to drop by 30 
percent. For simplicity, the NPTs for Nodes A and D are modeled identically, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: EBIT Node Probability Table

Modeled as two truncated normal distributions embedded in a partitioned 
expression with mean and variance of 5 million and 2 million and bounds of 
-10 and 20. When Regime Change = “True,” EBIT is multiplied by 0.70. 
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For the posterior scenario, entering “True” as evidence in Node E forces 100 
percent of the probability (green bar) into “True.” After rerunning the BN, the 
posterior results appear in each node as green lines or histograms. As expected, 
regime change narrows and shifts Nodes C, F, and G leftward, leaving very little 
visible probability for ensemble values over $30 million.

Zooming in on Node G (Figure 8), we see that 90 percent of the posterior probability 
is located over an interval running from about $10.1 to $26.6 million.

Figure 8: Ensemble Value Showing Prior and Posterior Distribution 
Assuming that Regime Change = True

For each node, deeper analysis of prior and posterior central tendency, dispersion, 
and probabilities of specific value intervals is facilitated by exporting node data in 
csv, json, or xml format. For example, for Node G, Figure 9 presents partial data. By 
summing the “Prob” column for the $10–15 million value range (dark highlighted 
cells), we estimate the posterior probability of a “real” value in this range to be 
roughly 27 percent.

For each node, deeper 

analysis of prior and 

posterior central 

tendency, dispersion, 

and probabilities of 

specific value intervals 

is facilitated by 

exporting node data in 

csv, json, or xml format.
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Figure 9: Partial Posterior Data for Node G

Node Name Ensemble Value Summary Statistics
Node Id Ensemble_val Mean 17.70386

Median 17.32962
Intervals and probabilities Variance 25.71182
Lower Bound Upper Bound Prob Standard Deviation 5.070683

-15.70852696 -10 2.16E-07 Lower Percentile [25.0] 14.11628
-10 -1.407743461 6.84E-06 Upper Percentile [75.0] 20.88138

-1.407743461 -1 1.53E-06
-1 0 6.58E-06
0 1 1.50E-05

8.875 9.4375 0.010171
9.4375 10 0.013113

10 10.12276519 0.003256
10.12276519 10.74280685 0.018994
10.74280685 11.36284852 0.02323
11.36284852 11.98289018 0.027883
11.98289018 12.60293184 0.032253
12.60293184 13.2229735 0.036627

13.2229735 13.84301517 0.040565
13.84301517 14.46305683 0.04376
14.46305683 15.08309849 0.046627
15.08309849 16.32318181 0.098163
16.32318181 17.56326514 0.09948
17.56326514 18.1833068 0.048249

18.1833068 18.80334846 0.046554
18.80334846 19.42339013 0.044073
19.42339013 20.04343179 0.041437
20.04343179 20.51841935 0.029687
42.63658502 44.71429115 5.07E-05
44.71429115 53.47452496 4.17E-05
53.47452496 61.7853495 9.10E-07

While greater realism can add value to the discussion, a bit 
of modeling humility is in order. Simple or “parsimonious” 
models are often better than more complex, lifelike ones. 
We want a model that e#ciently approximates reality. As 
Aswath Damodaran observes, “Your understanding of a 
valuation model is inversely proportional to the number of 
inputs required for the model.”13 Here, what holds for the 
valuator holds doubly for the “law-trained” judge. Parsimony 
is a virtue. 

Happily, BNs are somewhat self-parsimonious. First, in a 
BN, complexity is locally constrained: it resides within each 
child’s conditional NPT. Second, the more parents a child 

node has, the greater the complexity and the computational 
resources required to recalculate the node’s probability 
distribution after entry of evidence. !us, child nodes with 
more than three or four parents should generally be avoided, 
because such relationships can produce gargantuan NPTs 
through “combinatorial explosion.” For this reason, only two 
nodes in Figure 6—Cost of Equity and DCCF Value—have 
more than two parents. 

At this point, some readers may think, “But Figure 6 still looks 
pretty complex! How could I ever explain it to a law-trained 
judge?” One answer is that in BNs, all probabilities are local. 
Each NPT and probability distribution in the BN expresses 
only the relationship between one child and its parents. In 
using Figure 6 to negotiate, arbitrate, or litigate, the valuator 
would explain the nodes one by one, methodically building the 
narrative toward the target. Figure 6’s complexity can also be 
reduced by replacing nodes with constants, “divorcing” parent 
nodes through “binary factorization,”14 or decomposing the BN 
into a collection of smaller, object-oriented BNs (OOBNs).15 
For example, the PV Factor node in Figure 6 relies on an 
unseen constant (5) representing the DCCF model’s five-year 
investment horizon. Similarly, Figure 6 could be broken into 
three OOBN modules: DCCF, Guideline, and Ensemble.

Diagnostic Reasoning
So far, we have limited ourselves to reasoning predictively, 
from cause to e"ect. Yet, in some contexts, it may be helpful 
to think in the opposite, diagnostic direction: from e"ect/child 
to cause/parent. While mortal minds have a di#cult time 
thinking in this “backward” direction without technological 
assistance, BNs perform such analytical gymnastics without 
fuss. We simply set evidence in a child node and let the BN run 
back through the network to the parents. Example: In Figure 
10, we ask, “Given an Ensemble Value of $20 million, what is 
the distribution of probabilities over plausible discount rates?” 
Answer: Setting the evidence in Node G at 20 shifts the Node 
H median slightly to the right of 0.19. 

13  Aswath Damodaran, An Introduction to Valuation, slide 3 (Spring 2020), 
http://people.stern.nyu.edu/adamodar/pdfiles/eqnotes/Valintrospr20.pdf.

14  See Fenton and Neil, Risk Assessment and Decision Analysis with 
Bayesian Networks, 216–218.
15  Ibid., 233–239.

http://people.stern.nyu.edu/adamodar/pdfiles/eqnotes/Valintrospr20.pdf
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Figure 10: Posterior Distribution of Discount Rate, Given Ensemble Value = $20 million

G

H

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis helps in model validation or interrogation 
and in understanding the impact of explanatory nodes on 
the target node. For example, the tornado graph in Figure 
11 visualizes the sensitivity of Ensemble Value to three 
key input nodes: Discount Rate, Firm Beta, and Regime 
Change. !e longest (top) bar signals that among these three 
nodes, Ensemble Value is most sensitive to Discount Rate. 
More specifically, as we move the Discount Rate “needle” 

from a high of 0.31 to a low of 0.09, the median Ensemble 
Value grows from about $18 million to nearly $27 million, 
a delta of approximately $9 million. By contrast, changes in 
Firm Beta and Regime Change can move the needle only 
by approximately $6 million and $5 million, respectively. 
Notably, as modeled, Regime Change is bad news only. A 
Regime Change value of “true” can drive value down further 
than the other two nodes, but a value of “false” o"ers next to 
no upside.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity Analysis
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Longer bars indicate greater sensitivity of the target node (Ensemble Value) to changes in Discount 
Rate, Firm Beta, and Regime Change

!is information can be cross-checked against the valuator’s theoretical understanding of 
the relationships among the nodes. It can also be used in a negotiation or litigation setting 
to interrogate or cross-examine model inputs assumed or demanded by a counterparty. 
Example: Why doesn’t your model consider positive Regime Change? Why so pessimistic?” 
Or this: “Look how sensitive your valuation is to the Discount Rate! Let’s take a closer look 
at its input nodes.” !is second question might call for sensitivity analysis of Discount Rate, 
as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Sensitivity Analysis of Discount Rate

Indicating high sensitivity to Firm Beta and Cost of Equity but nil sensitivity to Cost of Debt

Figure 12 tells us that Cost of Debt has no impact on Discount Rate, while Firm Beta 
and Cost of Equity definitely do. Is this consistent with the firm’s capital structure and 
financing costs?
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Persuading the court
BNs are undeniably new to the valuation world. Courts tend 
to underappreciate innovation. Innovators bear the burden 
of persuading the bench to pour new wine into new bottles. A 
roadmap for introducing innovation into valuation litigation 
was o"ered by the Delaware Court of Chancery in 2010, in 
Global GT LP v. Golden Telecom, Inc.16 

A central issue in Global was which beta model to use in es-
timating Golden’s cost of capital. Golden’s expert, Sherman, 
advocated a traditional, two-factor, regression-based model 
published by Bloomberg. Global’s expert, Gompers, charac-
terized the Bloomberg model as backward-looking and out-
dated, arguing for a newer, 13-factor, “predictive” MSCI Barra 
model, which he claimed was “academically and professionally 
sound.”17 !e beta estimates produced by the Bloomberg and 
Barra models were, respectively, 1.32 and 1.20. 

!e court rejected the Barra model, stating the following 
reasons: (a) the Barra model was proprietary, with 13 
undisclosed and undiscoverable factors, whereas the 
Bloomberg regression model was publicly available; (b) 
Gompers did not understand the Barra model well enough 
to produce for the court a Barra beta for Golden or any other 
company; (c) at the time, no “neutral academic support” 
(i.e., published study) for the Barra beta existed; and (d) in 
a previous case before the same court, Gompers had used 
a Bloomberg-like beta model and could not explain why 
his opinion had since then shifted in favor of Barra.18 !e 
court wrote:

If the Barra beta is to be used in appraisal 
proceedings, a more detailed and objective 

record of how the Barra beta works and why 
it is superior to other betas must first be 
presented. To this point, it is more persuasive 
to a judge to know that a testimonial expert 
who is an academic has written about the 
reliability of a valuation methodology in an 
academic study in a peer-reviewed journal 
than to be among those first privileged in the 
world to hear from the academic about that 
issue in his expert reports and seat-of-the-
pants testimony in a valuation assignment 
for a self-interested litigation client.19

Unlike the Barra model in 2010, BNs should 
measure up well against Global’s valuation litigation 
innovation test. BNs are available in nonproprietary 
avatars,20 though licensed software platforms like 
AgenaRisk, BayesiaLab, Bayes Server, Netica, or  
BNet.Builder are more user-friendly. 

!e basic math of BNs is open-source and very well known. 
For example, the AgenaRisk algorithms are discussed in 
detail in a widely available, user-friendly text.21 BNs have 
been tested extensively in academic and industry settings, as 
reflected in a large and rapidly growing body of published 
research.22 !is article contributes toward this already 
“detailed and objective record,” demonstrating how BNs 
work and how they can deliver reliable, high-quality results 
in business valuation settings.

For professionals familiar with legal reasoning, Bayesian 
reasoning—which begins with prior beliefs and layers on 
evidence to reach posterior beliefs—should be especially 

16  Global GT LP v. Golden Telecom, Inc., 993 A.2d 497 (Del. Ch. 2010).
17  Ibid., 518.
18  Ibid., 520–521.
19  Ibid., 521.
20  See, e.g., Marco Scutari and Jean-Baptiste Denis, Bayesian Networks 
with Examples in R, 2nd ed. (Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2021), https://
www.bnlearn.com/book-crc-2ed/ (illustrating Bayesian network learning and 
inference using the open-source R package bnlearn).

21  See, e.g., Fenton and Neil, Risk Assessment and Decision Analysis with 
Bayesian Networks, 581–627 (walking through the algebra of node probability 
tables, junction tree algorithms, and dynamic discretization).
22  See, e.g., Bayesian Network Literature, https://library.bayesia.com/
articles/#!bayesialab-knowledge-hub/bibliography (summarizing and providing 
links to numerous recent journal articles featuring the use of BNs in many 
fields, including economics and law).

Courts tend to underappreciate innovation. Innovators bear the burden of 

persuading the bench to pour new wine into new bottles.

https://www.bnlearn.com/book-crc-2ed/
https://www.bnlearn.com/book-crc-2ed/
https://library.bayesia.com/
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familiar territory. Defenders of traditional approaches 
sometimes call out Bayesian priors as unscientifically 
“subjective” or “speculative.” Yet, every business valuation 
involves multiple subjective judgment calls, and all rely on 
prior beliefs. 

!e divisive subject of discounts for lack of marketability 
(DLOMs) o"ers an illustration. One commercial database 
touts “over 3,000 transactions from 2001 to 2010, more than 
any other commercially available DLOM database,” adding 
that “the data is updated quarterly, so you always have the 
most current and accurate data to select from in developing 
your discount.” First, the decision to apply a DLOM at 
all is subjective, as are the selection of relevant DLOM 
transactions and any resulting DLOM prior. !is DLOM data 
could be further processed into a linear regression model 
requiring the subjective choice of a statistical significance 
threshold or “alpha.” Similar subjectivity permeates valuation 
engagements. BNs shine a bright light on all such subjective 
judgments. !ey put every assumption, no matter how 
subjective or data-driven, on transparent display, providing 
easy access for further conversation. 

With a reasonable investment in software and training, 
professional valuators, attorneys, and courts can learn to 
use BNs. !e author’s experience teaching BN valuation to 
graduate and undergraduate forensic accounting students 
over the past five years suggests that BNs are more intuitive 
and, therefore, less di#cult to learn than traditional statistics. 
While learning BNs is not easy, it can be entertaining, and 
there is no shortage of high-quality resources. A sampling of 
BN learning and training resources appears on page 18.

Conclusion
Valuation is a probabilistic endeavor involving extensive 
reliance on subjective professional judgment. In dealing with 
uncertainty, subjectivity, and parameter estimation,23 BNs 
are computationally superior and more transparent than the 
alternatives. In many settings, they communicate more clearly 
than spreadsheet-based valuation platforms. BNs deliver 
more of the information most needed in determining value 
in a more user-friendly way than competing technologies. 
To paraphrase John Tukey, in trained hands, BNs can deliver 
remarkably solid, though approximate, answers to the right 
vague and probabilistic valuation questions. !ey deserve a 
closer look. VE
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and !e Value Examiner. With an MS in applied statistics, 
he is equally adept as counsel, expert witness, or neutral in 
valuation-related matters. Email: kurt.schulzke@ung.edu.

23  For estimating parameters from data (e.g., estimating the “central 
tendency” of an industry multiple based on a sample), BNs outperform and 
out-inform point-estimate statistics like means, medians, geometric means, 
and harmonic means. Parameter estimation is beyond our scope but is 
explored in detail in Fenton and Neil, Risk Assessment and Decision Analysis 
with Bayesian Networks, 322–333.

The author’s experience teaching 

BN valuation to graduate and 

undergraduate forensic accounting 

students over the past five years 

suggests that BNs are more intuitive 

and, therefore, less difficult to learn 

than traditional statistics. 
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Bayesian Network Learning Resources
Books
Norman Fenton and Martin Neil, Risk Assessment and Decision Analysis with Bayesian Networks, 2nd ed. (Boca Ra-
ton, FL: CRC Press, 2018).

Bayesian Networks and BayesiaLab — A Practical Introduction for Researchers (Changé, France: BayesiaLab, 2015), 
https://library.bayesia.com/articles/#!bayesialab-knowledge-hub/book (free, online).

Marco Scutari and Jean-Baptiste Denis, Bayesian Networks with Examples in R, 2nd ed. (Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 
2021), https://www.bnlearn.com/book-crc-2ed/.

Judea Pearl and Dana Mackenzie, !e Book of Why: !e New Science of Cause and E"ect (New York: Hachette Book 
Group, 2018).

Training
BayesiaLab Academy, https://library.bayesia.com/articles/#!bayesialab-knowledge-hub/training-academy (the author 
has completed and highly recommends the introductory and advanced courses).

Bayesian Intelligence, https://www.bayesian-intelligence.com/training/.

BayesFusion, https://www.bayesfusion.com/training/. 

LinkedIn groups
Bayesian Belief Networks with BayesiaLab, https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3690985/.

Bayesian Network Modelling and AgenaRisk, https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7473890/. 

Blogs
Probability and Risk, https://probabilityandlaw.blogspot.com/. 

Machine Learning Mastery, https://machinelearningmastery.com/introduction-to-bayesian-belief-networks/. 

https://www.bnlearn.com/book-crc-2ed/
https://www.bayesian-intelligence.com/training/
https://www.bayesfusion.com/training/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3690985/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7473890/
https://probabilityandlaw.blogspot.com/
https://machinelearningmastery.com/introduction-to-bayesian-belief-networks/
https://library.bayesia.com/articles/#!bayesialab-knowledge-hub/book
https://library.bayesia.com/articles/#!bayesialab-knowledge-hub/training-academy

